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### Abstract
We present a new method and system, called IGOR2, for the induction of recursive functional programs from few non-recursive, possibly non-ground example equations describing a subset of the input-output behaviour of a function to be implemented.

### 1 Introduction

Classical attempts to construct functional LISP-programs from input-output-examples [10, 4] are **analytical**, i.e., a LISP-program belonging to a strongly restricted program class is algorithmically derived from examples. This is done by identifying repetitive syntactical patterns in traces. More recent approaches, e.g. [3, 7], generate and test programs until a program consistent with the examples is found. Theoretically, large program classes can be induced generate-and-test based. Yet although these latter systems use type information, some of them higher-order functions, and further techniques for pruning the search space, they strongly suffer from combinatorial explosion.

Also Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [6] has originated some methods capable of inducing recursive programs on inductive types though ILP in general has a focus on classification. General purpose systems capable of recursive program induction like FOIL [9] are suitable to only a limited extent for program induction since they use greedy search methods with inappropriate heuristics. Special purpose systems [1] have problems similar to those described for functional approaches.

The IGOR2 [5] method described here combines classical analytical methods with an enumerative approach in order to put their relative strengths into effect. Induction is based on search in order to avoid strong a priori restrictions as imposed by purely analytical methods. But in contrast to the generate-and-test approach IGOR2 constructs successor programs during search using analytical methods. IGOR2 represents functional programs as sets of typed recursive first-order equations. The effect of constructing these equations analytically is that only equation sets entailing the example equations are enumerated. In contrast to greedy search methods, the search is complete—only programs known to be inconsistent are ruled out.

Compared to purely analytical systems, IGOR2 is a substantial extension since the class of inducible programs is much larger. E.g., all sample programs from [4, page 448] can be induced by IGOR2 but only a fraction of the sample problems in [5, Sect. 5] can be induced by the system described in in [4]. Compared to ILP systems capable of inducing recursive functions and recent enumerative functional methods like FOIL [9] and MAGIC/HASKELLER [3] IGOR2 mostly performs better regarding inducability of programs and/or induction times [2].

### 2 General Method

Given a set $E$ of example equations of the form $F(a) = r$ for any number of target functions $F$ to be implemented as well as for already implemented background functions which may be used by the induced program IGOR2 returns a set of recursive equations $P$ constituting a functional program which is correct w.r.t. the example equations in that it evaluates the left-hand sides (lhs) of the example equations to their right-hand sides (rhis). Even if example equations may contain variables, we call lhs arguments example input and rhs example output in the following.

There are infinitely many correct solutions $P$, one of them $E$ itself. In order to select one or at least a finite subset of the possible solutions at all and a “good” solution in particular, IGOR2—like almost all inductive inference methods—is committed to a preference bias. IGOR2 prefers solutions $P$ which partition the examples in fewer subsets, i.e., programs with fewer case distinctions. Case distinctions are realised by disjoint patterns in the equation lhs. This concept is known as pattern matching in functional programming. Additionally simple forms of conditions to restrict the applicability of an equation like equality of pattern variables are used but not described in this paper. The search for solutions is complete, i.e., programs with the least number of case distinctions are found. This preference bias assures that the recursive structure in the examples as well as the computability by predefined functions is best possible covered.

**Example** From appropriate type declarations and the examples

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rev}([]) &= [], \\
\text{Rev}([X]) &= [X], \\
\text{Rev}([X, Y]) &= [Y, X], \\
\text{Rev}([X, Y, Z]) &= [Z, Y, X],
\end{align*}
\]

and the background equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Last}([X]) &= X, \\
\text{Last}([X, Y]) &= Y, \\
\text{Last}([X, Y, Z]) &= Z, \\
\text{Last}([X, Y, Z, V]) &= V
\end{align*}
\]

IGOR2 induces the following equations for \text{Rev} and an auxiliary function \text{Init}:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Rev}([]) &= [], \\
\text{Rev}([X|Xs]) &= [\text{Last}([X|Xs])|\text{Rev}(\text{Init}([X|Xs]))] \\
\text{Init}([X]) &= [], \\
\text{Init}([X_1, X_2|Xs]) &= [X_1|\text{Init}([X_2|Xs])]
\end{align*}
\]

The induction of a program is organised as a kind of best first search. During search, a hypothesis is a set of equations entailing the example equations and constituting a terminating program but potentially with unbound variables in the rhs, i.e., with variables in the
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rhss not occurring in the lhhss. We call such equations and hypotheses containing them unfinished equations and hypotheses. A goal state is reached, if at least one of the best—according to the preference bias described above—hypotheses is finished. Such a finished hypothesis is terminating by construction and since its equations entail the example equations, it is also correct.

The initial hypothesis is a program with one equation per target function, namely the least general generalisation [8] of the example equations. In most cases (e.g., for all recursive functions) one equation is not enough and the rhss remain unfinished. Then for one unfinished equation successors are computed which leads to new hypotheses. Now repeatedly unfinished equations of currently best hypotheses are replaced until a currently best hypothesis is finished.

3 Computing Successor Sets of Equations

Three operations are applied to compute successor equations: (i) Partitioning of the inputs by replacing the pattern \( p \) of the equation by a set of disjoint more specific patterns; (ii) replacing the rhss by a (recursive) call of a defined function; and (iii) replacing the rhss subterms in which unbound variables occur by calls to new subprograms.

3.0.1 Refining a Pattern

Computing a set of more specific patterns, case (i), in order to introduce a case distinction, is done as follows: A position in the pattern \( p \) with a variable resulting from generalising the corresponding subterms in the subsumed example inputs is identified. The inputs are partitioned such that those with the same symbol at this position belong to the same subset. This yields a partition of the example equations. Now for each subset a new initial hypothesis is computed, leading to a set of successor equations.

E.g., consider the examples (1) for Rev. The pattern of the initial equation is simply a single variable \( Q \), since the example inputs have no common root symbol. The first example input consists of only the constant \([\ ]\). All remaining example inputs have the list constructor \(\text{cons} \) as root. I.e., two subsets are induced, one containing the first example, the other containing the remaining examples. The lggss of the example inputs of these two subsets are \([\ ]\) and \([Q|Qs]\) resp., which are the (more specific) patterns of the two successor equations.

3.0.2 Introducing (Recursive) Function Calls and Help Functions

In cases (ii) and (iii) help functions are invented. This includes the generation of examples from which they are induced. For case (ii) this is done as follows: Function calls are introduced by matching the currently considered outputs, i.e., those outputs whose inputs match the pattern of the currently considered equation, with the outputs of any defined function. If all current outputs match, then the rhss of the current unfinished equation can be set to a call of the matched defined function. The argument of the call must map the currently considered inputs to the inputs of the matched defined function. For case (iii), the example inputs of the new defined function also equal the currently considered inputs. The outputs are the corresponding subterms of the currently considered outputs.

For an example of case (iii) consider the Rev examples except the first one as they have been put into one subset in the previous section. The initial equation for these is:

\[
\text{Rev}([Q|Qs]) = [Q_2|Qs_2]
\] (2)

It is unfinished due two the two unbound variables in the rhss. Now the two unfinished subterms (consisting of exactly the two variables) are taken as new hypottheses. This leads to two new example sets for two new help functions \( Sub_1 \) and \( Sub_2 \): \( Sub_1([X]) = X \), \( Sub_1([X,Y]) = Y, \ldots \), \( Sub_2([X]) = [] \), \( Sub_2([X,Y]) = [X] \), \ldots \). The successor equation-set for the unfinished equation contains three equations determined as follows: The original unfinished equation (2) is replaced by the finished equation \( \text{Rev}([Q|Qs]) = [Sub_1([Q|Qs]) | Sub_2([Q|Qs])] \) and from the new example sets initial equations are derived.

Finally, as an example for case (ii), consider the examples for the help function \( Sub_2 \) and the unfinished initial equation:

\[
Sub_2([Q|Qs]) = Qs_2
\] (3)

The example outputs, \([|, [X], \ldots \) of \( Sub_2 \) match the example outputs for Rev. That is, the unfinished rhss \( Qs_2 \) can be replaced by a (recursive) call to the Rev-function. The argument of the call must map the inputs \([X], [X,Y] \) of \( Sub_2 \) to the corresponding inputs \([|, [X], \ldots \) of Rev, i.e., a new help function, \( Sub_2 \) is needed. This leads to the new example set \( Sub_2([X]) = [\], Sub_2([X,Y]) = [X], \ldots \) The successor equation-set for the unfinished equation (3) contains the finished equation \( Sub_2([Q|Qs]) = \text{Rev}(Sub_2([Q|Qs])) \) and the initial equation for \( Sub_1 \).

4 Conclusion and Future Research

IGOR2 integrates classical data-driven program induction techniques with search. Comparisons show that this approach is competitive with existing program induction methods regarding solvable problems and mostly solves problems faster [2]. In future work we will extend IGOR2 to higher-order functions such that well known higher-order functions like \textit{Map} can be used in induced programs.
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